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BRIEFLY
Campus
Weight loss: The Student

Health Center will continue a
weight-loss counseling program
"Weight No More" this semester
every Wednesday from 7 to 9 p.m. for
eight weeks, beginning Sept. 13.
The program, taught by registered
nurses Judy Miller and Joanne Navin,
costs $14 and is limited to 20 people.
Only students more than 15 lbs.
overweight are encouraged to attend.
Reservations may be made by calling
the Health Center.
Music anniversary: The
College of Musical Arts is celebrating
the 10th anniversary of the Moore
Musical Arts Center this fall.
Tickets are now available at the box
office for the 1989-90 "Festival
Series" which begins Oct. 19 with
"The Intimate PDQ Bach." All
Eirformances begin at 8 p.m. in
obackerHall.

Teacher awarded: Jill

Poppe-Simes of Sidney, O., a 1989
University graduate, was one of six
national recipients of the D.H.
Baldwin Fellowship Award.
The program, sponsored by the
Baldwin Piano and Organ Co. in
Cincinnati, is designed to recognize
and encourage new independent piano
teachers. Poppe-Simes will receive
the use of a new Baldwin Hamilton
studio piano for two years, helping
her to establish her own studio.

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

A central storage facility for hazardous waste is nearing completion and
will keep University-produced hazardous waste under one roof.
The new facility, located on Poe
Road at the former site of the city's
waste water treatment plant, is expected to be ready for use by the end of
this semester, said David Heinlen,
hazardous waste management coordinator.
Final cost estimates range from
$50,000 to $60,000, Heinlen said, with
funding provided by University Operations.
Currently, hazardous waste is stored
in areas provided by departments generating the waste, including the chemistry, biology, technology and fine arts
departments and operations.
individual departments have always
had control methods for both their hazardous materials and wastes, but it
was decided the time was right for a
comprehensive policy, saia Robert
Martin, vice president of operations.
"We have a number of federal and
state regulations, but we didn't have a
University policy for the life cycle of
hazardous materials," he said.
A hazardous materials study group

was formed in April to develop a uniform policy on handling, storage and
disposal of hazardous substances at the
University, said Steven Gatton, study
Soup chairman and chemistry labora■y technician.
He expects a recommendation to be
done in the first week of October.
Gatton stressed the difference between hazardous materials and hazardous waste.
He defined hazardous materials as
"materials that have been declared by
their manufacturer to have hazardous
qualities — normally, the ability to
cause harm or damage in designated
use."
Anything considered toxic, reactive
or flammable are considered hazardous, he added.
Heinlen said hazardous waste,
however, is hazardous materials that
are no longer used or which have been
disposed.
Safety features for the renovated facilty will include systems for fire detection/suppression and security. If
either system is triggered, a signal will
be activated at the campus security office, he said.
"It's going to be a really nice facility
when it s done," Heinlen said. "It's secure — it's isolated."
According to Martin, the building —
once a garage — was renovated to meet

BG News John Grieshop
Empty drums are ready to be used to store hazardous waste generated by the University, but the former city waste water treatment plant has several months before
renovations will be complete.

the standards for temporary storage of
hazardous waste.
"Logistically, we feel it's better to
have it all in one place," Martin said.
However, the new facility will provide central storage, said Daniel Parratt. Environmental Services man-

staff reporter

Bowling Green Mayor Edwin Miller
and City Council President John Quinn
will attend a Cleveland conference on
drug abuse prevention next week.
"Drug Czar" William Bennett will
make a presentation at the conference,
which will "try to coordinate information that will be helpful in handling the
drug problem." Miller said.

Phi sorority, in cooperation with
Goodwill Industries, Inc. will conduct
a material drive Sept. 16 in the
K-Mart parking lot at 1111S. Main St.
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The sorority will
welcome all kinds of contributions
—housewares, clothing, footwear, '
appliances, toys and garden items.
All donations will be used to aid in
vocational training for men and
women with vocational disabilities.

Drug campaign: Former

President Gerald Ford criticized the
Bush administration's attempts at
battling the drug problems in the
country at an address in Vail, Colo.
Ford said the campaign should also
include combatting the alcohol abuse
problems because he said he believes
that alcohol affects more of the nation
than cocaine abuse.

Bald is beautiful: At the 16th

Annual Bald Headed Men of America
conference in Morehead City, N.C.,
toupees and transplants were
blatantly banned because of an
increased pride amongst the group.
"It's not what's on the headthat s
important; it's what's in the head,"
John Capps, founder of the
organization said.
Compiled by local and AP wire
reports

Having a single storage area will allow the licensed contractors who pick
up the hazardous waste to go to one location, rather than throughout campus,
he said.
□ see Waste, page 6.

by John Kohlstrand

Material drive: Beta Sigma

Gas prices: In the past two
weeks, reports have concluded retail
gas prices have dropped 1.37 cents
nationwide, despite the Valdez oil
spill, but the average wholesale price
rose slightly. Analysts said the rise in
wholesale prices signal a possible rise
in retail prices this fall.

ager.

City joining
war on drugs

Child care: The YMCA is
sponsoring the "School's Out"
program at Kenwood and Conneaut
elementary schools for children in
grades K to 6. Parents may drop
children off at the First Presbyterian
Church on school days after 6:30 a.m.
and the program will provide
transportation to take the students to
school. Parents must pick up their
children by 6 p.m. after school.
The program costs $20 per week for
morning care, $28 per week for
evening care, and $42 per week for
both. Reservations may be made by
calling the church at 352-5176.

Nation

High 75°
Low 55°

Waste facility nears finish

City

Special athletes win:
Fifteen athletes from Wood County,
ranging from ages 12-48, participated
in the Ohio State Softball Special
Olympics this past weekend in
Ontario, O.
The 10 male and five female
athletes, who receive services from
the Wood County Board of Mental
Retardation, won eight gold, one
silver and four bronze medals in the
Special Olympics. One athlete also
Blaced fourth and another sixth in
ieir groups.

Weather

Fiji Fury

BG News/Pal Mlngarelli

Holding off an attack by Phi Kappa Psi Fraternity members Joel Weekly, John Timura and Chris Direnzo during Sigma Chi's
Derby Days are Phi Gamma Delia members Andy Kovich, Craig Haywood and Joe Castellano. The Fiji members turned the attack and won the match only to concede to second place overall after losing to Alpha Sigma Phi in the final match. Kappa Delta
won the sorority division.

Safety project initiated
"Eventually we would like to convert the whole
campus to this system," he said.
Bess said the campus safety department has been
working on this plan for several years, and cited numerous
reasons for choosing the Union Circle,
Lighting on campus will soon be improved as a result of a new University project scheduled for com- Harshman Quadrangle, and Lot 17 as designated
areas for improvements.
pletion in early January.
One factor was landscape changes, such as the
The state-funded $125,000 project was a recommendation of the Ohio Board of Regents and involves growth of trees or bushes, which would require addispecific parts of the campus, said Robert McGeein, tional lighting.
Also, vehicular and pedestrian traffic flow were
assistant vice president of operations.
The project is "sight-specific," he said, explaining considered and the concerns of students and faculty
the places on campus that need lighting are easily always "fit right into the process of the department," Bess said.
identifiable.
Lighting renovations are planned for Lot 17, the
However, he said there is no reason for concern if
Union Circle, and the parking lot next to Harshman
the area in which students live is not yet involved in
Quadrangle.
The specifics of the new project are detailed and the project.
have been through lengthy planning, said William
The lighting project is "not a cheap activity" and
Bess, director of public safety.
"We have had to meet very specific require- "is not going to happen overnight," he said. "(Imments," Bess said." We can't just put a light in — proving lighting) on this campus is a never ending
there's a great deal more involved with the process." process that is going to take time."
Throughout the summer and last academic year, a
One of the first ways lighting will be upgraded is by
improving the purity poles. Many of the lights are old number of smaller but equally important projects
and contain a mercury vapor emitting a white or were completed, Bess said.
Lighting in Lot 12 (the commuter lot) was comblue light, or contain bulbs of lower wattage, thus
getely redone and the lots behind the Ice Arena and
causing a weaker light emission.
e Mileti Alumni Center (Lots 6 and 20) received
To improve the lighting in these areas, lights containing nigh-pressure sodium which emits a yellow- new lights mounted on high poles.
All of the street lights on Alumni Drive are now
ish-gold color will be used. This results in a more efficient lighting system, using less electricity, Bess operational, and in College Park and north of the
Technology Building new lighting was added.
said.
by Jill Novak
staff writer

Cleveland Mayor George Voinovich
has invited mayors and council presidents from municipalities across Ohio
to the Sept. 20 conference, giving city
officials a chance to compare different
drugstrategies.
"The only way we're going to conquer this (the drug war) is for all levels
of government, and individuals, to control it and keep it under control," Miller said. Quinn said one way the city is
dealing with the drug situation is
through the Drug Abuse Resistance
Education program — a drug awareness program providing a chance for
students to discuss drugs and drug issues with a police officer.
"We're told if we can stop the market
— the buyers — we can stop the drug
problem, Miller said.
"I don't think we have as big a problem in Bowling Green as in other
places," he said."(But) there is nothing sadder then to have someone's life
ruined by drugs."
Quinn expects the conference to be a
valuable source of information, but the
invitation's wording was vague so the
conference could turn out to be more of
a political rally, he said.
Both Quinn and Miller said the meeting would give Bennett a chance to discuss President George Bush's new
plans for the war on drugs.

Groups reflect
light concern
by Jill Novak
staff writer

In addition to a recently implemented campus lighting project, several University organizations are taking action to 'reflect' their concern for improved campus lighting.
A number of sororities and fraternities, plus
the Undergraduate Student Government are
working in conjunction with the department of
public safety and the physical plant to paint the
globes on the older campus lights.
According to William Bess, director of public
safety, painting the globes will help to direct
the light downward — as it makes the lights
metallically reflective.
Also, if the lights are painted, it prevents
them from "bleeding up" and interfering with
the University observatory Bess said.
Faculty at the planetarium had previously
complained about some of the harsh light rays
interfering with people using the observatory,
he said.
Barbara WnddeU, public information officer,
said the details of the project are not quite
worked out, but she hopes all of the globes will
be painted by the firr.t pr rt of October, weather
permitting.
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Debit system
a positive step
Plastic is the only way to go.
Food Operations is about to switch over to
the sleek system, finally eliminating the food coupon forever. No more tiny scraps of paper for students to fumble with or lose. It is about tune.
Students will no longer have to worry about
where their coupons are or whether they have been
stolen. Food Operations should be ready to use the
new ID system by this summer. The system should
alleviate long check out lines in cafeterias. Most
other state-funded universities have already converted to this system.
Ohio University, Ohio State University, Miami
University and Kent State already use the system,
however, there is one difference between those and
ours. Ours will be a debit system — which is good.
Instead of deciding how many coupon books you
have to buy, students must decide how much credit
they want on their ID. Some students will not be
happy about this, because it will eliminate the food
coupon black market — many students' favorite
way to make a quick buck.
This is definitely a good concept for Food Operations. It means they will regain the money they
have lost in the past through people buying coupons
off the wall for a cheaper price.
Perhaps this new system will keep food costs
down which would be a great asset to students. With
the money remaining in the department — instead
of in students' pockets — food prices could be kept
at a minimum.
Another asset to the ID debit system is the money
the University saves by not having to print food
coupons.
It is obvious that there will probably be a few
firoblems in the beginning, but the long-range picure of plastic definitely looks rosy.

Issue represents
city's prejudice
Today, our neighbors to the north are voting on
a very important issue. The three-quarterpercent tax which has stirred the emotions of man
has also become a racial issue, which is unfortunate.
When issues become black, white or green something is lost. The importance behind what it is designed to do becomes nothing more than an ideal.
Toledoans need to look beyond color and start
evaluating the effect the issue will have on the
community as a whole. The money generated
through this tax renewal is responsible for a variety
of things that many take for granted. One example
is the upkeep of city parks. A few years ago, before
the tax, parks were closed and swimming pools left
empty. We would hate to see that happen again.
Many people believe the city needs the tax, but in
an attempt to get the money spent where they want
it, the issue is being clouded. Citizens are holding
the money hostage. They'll only vote for the tax, ff
city administration promises to spend it where they
deem it necessary.
This is absurd. People need to look beyond their
own personal beliefs and consider the ramifications
to the city. The place they call home.
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A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

World saved from terrible horrors
I left the newsroom in West
Hall late one night after composing another column. It was
about 11:30 and I was really
tired. I couldn't wait to get
home.
As I walked between the Administration Building and West
Hall, I noticed someone following me. I thought nothing of it.
Ahead of me was a snort, wimpy looking guy. He approached me and asked, "Hey man,
you got a light?"
I reached into my pocket to
pull out a lighter. The guy slapped me and yelled, "It's him!
It's him!"
All of a sudden the guy behind
me jumped on my back and
about six other guys rushed me
from all sides. I fought them off,
but they kept coming in waves.
They slapped me and kicked my
shins ana pushed me.
"We've got you now," they
yelled. "You stinking columnist.
You are always making fun of
Kople and you're not even
liny. You're mean, mean,
mean."
"Yeah," yelled another short,
wimpy guy. "We're gonna teach
you a lesson."
Oh my God! I was being accosted by sissies. I mean, I was
dong a pretty good job of fending
them off. There were about 10 of
them all together. Then one of
them hit me in the head with a
brick and I blacked out.
As everything slid into greyness, I heard one of them say,
"We're gonna fix you."
I grasped my crotch in a last
desperate act of selfpreservation (the only way

someone would grab my crotch
is in an act of desperation) and I
fell to the ground, unconscious.
I awoke to find my arms and
legs bound by ropes and a gag
stuffed in my mouth. One of the
sissies was digging a hole in
what I took tor the ground.
Everything was still a bit blurry
and I was rather disoriented.
The sissies threw me into the
hole and began to cover me with
what I thought was dirt. But it
wasn't. It sort of felt oily, but I
couldn't tell what it was.
They finished burying me and
I was encased in a black womb.
Trapped. Doomed. I figured I
was going to die and nobody
would find me until my skin had
rotted away and I was nothing
but a heap of dirty bones.
I sat there feeling sorry for
myself. My mother always told
me not to feel sorry for myself
because there was always
someone worse off then I. But I
couldn't help it. I mean, I had
nothing else to do.
Then I felt the earth move. It
rose up and sunk down. It rose
up and sunk down. It rose up and
sunk down. Get the idea? If kept
doing that.
I tried to roll over so I could
get into a position to kiss my butt
good-bye when I noticed that the
sissies had not tied the ropes
very well. I wriggled my hands
free and began clawing at the
oddly textured "dirt."
The ground still moved under
me. I clawed until I saw a glimAnd I screamed. And then,
since I still couldn't believe what
I saw, I screamed again. Then I

stopped because it did me no
good.
I turned around I began to
bury myself. I dug a tunnel
deeper and deeper.
I had been buried in Tammy
Faye Bakker's face.
I was so frightened that I kept
digging myself deeper and
deeper into her face. Suddenly,
burst into I large well-lighted
room. I wondered why there was
a large light-filled room in Tammy Faye Bakker's face, but I
didn't have enough time to think
of all the reasons why when I
was grabbed by two men
dressed in white.
"What are you doing in here?"
"Uh, I got lost. I was looking
for ... a good donut shop," I replied.
"Well, we got no donuts here."
Over his shoulder I saw
someone strapped to a wall and
connected to a bunch of wires.
He looked familiar, but I
couldn't quite place the face. He
seemed to be famous. My brain
kept clicking and whirring. Finally, I came up with a name.
Leif Garrett.
"Who ees zees," asked a
rather rumpled looking man
with a stethoscope and a pair of
pliers.
"He says he's looking for a
donut shop," answered one of
the guys in white.
"Oh, he'll find no donuts
here."
"What are you doing in Tammy Faye's face," I demanded.
"Oh, eet's an excellent hideout
for my work," answered the
rumpled man. "Nobody would
ever find us in here. Nobody
would get that close to her
face."

Respond

Speak out

The editorial page regularly features columnists who write
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to humorous
anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism major or even a student to
write a letter to the editor. 77ie News encourages all people to
comment on campus, city or national events. Please address
all letters to the editor to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News

Express your views in a
guest column in The News.
Typed columns should be
submitted to the Editorial
Editor and not exceed 750
words in length. Columns
are subject to review of the
Editorial Board.

210 West Hall

Correction
Details reported to the
News regradlng the Sigma
Nu President for a Day
drawing were inaccurate.
University president Paul
Olscamp will take the winner's place in classes, but
will not work for the winner at his or her place of
employment.
John Boissy

Fatman
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"What kind of work do you
do?"
"Oh, I suppose I could tell you.
I resurrect careers of old celebrities. I am currently bringing
back stars of the 70s," he answered.
Upon the wall I saw pictures of
stars of the 70s. They were inscribed. Cher's said: "Thanks a
lot Dr. Van Voorheesen. My career is back on track and young
men desire my body. Love you,
Cher."
There were others. The Bee
Gees, Donny Osmond, Marie
Osmond.
"I eeven made Sonny Bono a
mayor," said the doctor, gleefully. "I've just released Tony Orlando and Dawn upon the public.
They should be not in a few
months."
Suddenly, I realized what was
Soing on. Now I knew why all
lese old stars were making
comebacks.
"You evil man!" I screamed.
"How could you make us go
through the 70s again?"
I ran from them. I knew what I
had to do. I had to save us. I
grabbed the power switch connected to Leif Garrett and
pushed it into overload.
"NO!" yelled the doctor.
"We'll blow up!"
And we did. Pieces of Tammy
Faye's face flew everywhere.
Fortunately, I landed in a grassy knoll outside of town. The
mad doctor and Leif Garrett
were blown to bits.
You can thank me later.
Robaugh, a junior newseditorial major, is a columnist
forThe News.
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Women will host activist
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

In an effort to promote understanding of basic
human rights, the University organization Women
for Women is bringing a gay rights activist to
speak on campus.
Karen Thompson, a lesbian who actively campaigns for human rights throughout the nation
based on her personal experiences, is scheduled to
speak Oct. 27.
Nancy Dillon, member of the steering committee for Women for Women, said she believes all
students can learn from Thompson's fight to see
Sharon Kowalski — her lover of eight years.
"We all have human rights regardless of our
lifestyle or physical condition," Dillon said. "And
Sharon (Thompson's lover) was denied of her basic human rights."
In 1983, Kowalski was involved in a car accident
in Minnesota where she was hit by a drunk driver,
according to the report by the National Committee
to Free Sharon Kowalski.
She suffered a brain stem injury because of the
accident and was determined by doctors to be a
quadriplegic with slight chances of gaining her
motor skills back.
But Thompson, a professor of physical education, worked with Kowalski and eventually helped
her regain some basic skills such as eating and
communicating with a typewriter.

In July of 1985, however, the progress was halted
when Kowalski's father removed her from the rehabiliation center sent her to a nursing home, according to the report.
Upon discovering lesbian and gays have no legal
recourse in cases like this, Thompson sued for
guardianship of Kowalski.
The 1984 ruling stated she had a "significant relationship" with Kowalski and that she could participate in medical decisions, but Kowalski's
father appealed the order and received full guardianship of his daughter.
Upon receiving this ruling, he moved Thompson
to a nursing home near his home in Hibbing, Minn,
and forbade Thompson to see her, according to the
report.
A court order required Kowalski's father to allow her to see any visitors she wanted. He said his
daughter had no desire to see anyone — although
she did indeed want to see Thompson — and lie denied her wishes.
In an April update, the committee reported
Thompson had been allowed to see Kowalski three
times a week and Kowalski has expressed a desire
to again live with Thompson.
This story received national attention when it
was aired on CBS's "West 57th" television show.
Thompson will speak at the University at 8 p.m.
in 115 Education and the event is free and open to
the public.

GSS promotes diversity
by Lynn Gagel
slaff writer

MIRROR SHINE

BG News/John Potter

Bowling Green resident and incoming freshman Troy Ernsthausen
puts the warm weather to good use Monday afternoon by getting out
a bucket and sponge and washing his new car.

Find your pot of gold
in The BG News classifieds

A newsletter and a miniconference are on this week's
Graduate Student Senate
agenda, and both will promote
GSS's position on the issues of
cultural diversity at the University.
"There's a cultural diversity
committee of some sort on campus which has proposed a package to (President Paul) Olscamp and the higher-ups, and it
hasn't been instituted yet — we
hope to push that," said Wayne
Berman, GSS program coordinator.
Goals of the committee's proposal include seeing the University made more available to
minorities through scholarships
and encouraging more diversity
on the campus itself, Berman

said.

' 'We agree with the committee
goals," ne said. "We want to
keep students aware of the issues and get people to think
about this for themselves and
make their own decisions."
The newsletter, BIG SUe, is
currently at the printer and will
be available to graduate students Friday.
However, GSS is running into
difficulties with the distribution,
he said.
"It was quite a scene putting it
together," he said. "One of the
problems we discovered is that
only graduate assistants have
mailboxes in their departments
and we'd like to have (the newsletter) available to all graduate
students."
The makeshift solution GSS
has devised is placing newsletters in individual mailboxes
where possible, leaving stacks

of the publication in departmental mailrooms, and making copies available in the GSS office
on the third floor of McFall
Center.
A mini-conference "Cultural
Diversity: What Do It, They, We
Mean?" is scheduled for 6:30-9
p.m. Sunday at the United Christian Fellowship building.
John Scott, director of the ethnic cultural arts program at the
University is the keynote
speaker. Following his presentation, the topic of cultural diveristy will be discussed by a
panel of four: Conrad Pritscher,
professor in the College of Education; R. Errol Lam, assistant
professor of information services in Jerome Library; Angela Spence-Nelson, graduate
student in American culture
studies; and Berman, a graduate student in the music college.
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Measles
episode
ceases
by John Meola
staff writer

Though the measles outbreak is over, the need to
update vaccinations is not,
according to Student
Health Service Director
Dr. Josh Kaplan.
Last spring, thousands of
Ohioans, including 50 University students contracted the potentially fatal
disease, he said.
"There was a huge outbreak at Kent State," he
said. "They had a couple
thousand cases."
The outbreak hit the entire nation as well, affecting other colleges and universities.
"I remember Seton Hall
playing to an empty auditorium. That was measles," Kaplan said.
Principia College, a
Christian Science institution in Indiana, had two
deaths due to measles because few students were
immunized, Kaplan said,
explaining most Christian
Scientists do not accept
medical care.
While 50 cases in Bowling Green may not seem
like a large number, Kaplan said the highly contagious disease can affect
anyone not immunized or
not given a booster shot
after 1980.
"What's a really unusual
number of cases is one.
Usually there are no
cases," he said. "It's a
very contagious disease —
especially if people are not
immunized.
Measles affects the respiratory passage and blood
system and can cause high
fever, pneumonia and possibly death in adults.
G See Measles, page 6.

FALCON FOOTBALL WANTS YOG...
HOME OPENER SATURDAY VS. BALL STATE!
WERE CELEBRATING
HISPANIC HERITAGE WEEK

Scpi. II - l«i
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Autum Of The Patriarch
Chronicle 01A Death Foretold
toEriHour
Leal Storm
Love In The Tine 01 Cholera
No One Wnles To The Colonel
One Hundred Years 01 Solitude
Story 01A Shipwecked Srtr,
Check Our Our Special'
Display In the Store

University Bookstore
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Experience Leadership!
Applications for District Senators
■ DUE TODAY ■
Apply in 405 Student Services

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8:00-5:00
Sit. 9:00-5:00

Wants you to join her family!
Many jobs are still available
with Food Operations, the largest
employer of students on campus.
A
part time job with Food Operations
can offer you many conveniences and
benefits.
*
*
'
*
"

Money ($3.75 starting wage)
Experience
Flexible work schedule
A variety of jobs and hours
Convenience to residences
and classes
* A chance to make new
friends
* Great future references
* Good opportunities for
advancement
Apply at any Food Operations Dining
Hall or the Student Employment
Office.
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[-'University police contacted
the mother of a disoriented student Thursday, who took him
home.
CA display window of a vending machine was broken in
McDonald East and two cans of
juice were taken.
r Three men were seen breaking a tree in half in front of Kohl
Hall Thursday night, but when
officers arrived, the suspects
had left.
DThree students were arrested for possession of drugs at
the Ice Arena Friday morning,
police said.
CA $50 grey, tweed blazer
jacket used as a play prop was
stolen from Moseley Friday
morning.
i The radio antenna and windshield wipers were bent and
damaged on a vehicle in the
Rodgers parking lot Friday.
I In separate incidents, Darryl Owens of Cleveland and Eric
Worsham of Lima, O. were arrested for open container Friday

night, police said.
On Sunday morning, in separate incidents, Bradley Good of
Bowling Green, Gerald Tronchik of Rossford, O., Christopher Gamble of Columbus, James
Watson of Columbus, Terrence
Durden of Rossford, 0., and
Patrick McCrann of Bowling
Green, were arrested for open
container, police said.
□Scott Naftzger of Rocky
River, 0. was arrested for possession of marijuana Saturday,
police said.
□Several students in Conklin
had money stolen from their
rooms Saturday morning and
police are still investigating.
□Dan Dickey of Weston, 0.
was arrested for public indecency in front of Eppler South
Saturday, police saia.
□A windshield was cracked,
causing $300 damage to a vehicle parked in McFall Center
parking lot, Saturday.
□A license plate was stolen
from a vehicle parked in Lot F

Saturday night.
CA resident's room in Mooney
Hall was broken into Saturday
and three test books, $40 in cash,
a calculator and a meal coupon
book were taken. Total value of
the items taken was more than
$320.
□In separate incidents Saturday, Keith King of Northwood,
0., Jeffrey Foos of Helena, 0.,
and Randal Miller, Fremont, O.
were arrested for open container, police said.
□In separate incidents Sunday, Steve Baldauf of Mentor,
0.; Cory McMichael, William
Becker, and John Goecke. all of
Spencerville, O.; John Shlepr of
Toledo; Matthew Kinnee of
Maumee, 0.; and Jeffrey Tavlor
of Oregon, O. were arrested for
open container, police said.
□A pair of leather tennis
shoes, valued at $75, was stolen
from a dryer in Rodgers Sunday
afternoon.

BG News/John Potter

The Hard Way...

Junior John Rich pulls one of the University's single-engine Cessna airplanes into the hangar at the Wood
County Airport Monday evening.

10,250 STUDENTS HAVE REQUESTED SPRING *90 COURSES SO FAR, HAVE YOU?
DEADLINE TO DO SO IS MIDNIGHT ON SEPTEMBER 13.
NURSING STUDENTS:
Secure \bur Future

▲
<^J

HOME M.A.C. OPENER SATURDAY!

Look into Air Force ROTC Combined with your bachelor's
degree in nursing. Air Force
ROTC prepares you for a chaltengW ing and rewarding future... as an
^^officer in the Air Force Nurse Corps

FALCONS
VS.
BALL STATE

^^^P tou also may be eligible lor a 2- or 3-yeor
▼ scholarship that can pay your full college tuition
and most textbook, lob and other fees, plus a
monthly allowance during the school term.
Accept a commitment to caring. Air Force nursing opportunities are unlimited — it all depends on you Talk to
vour Air Force ROTC campus representative today
CAPT ED VOGEL
419-372-2176

1:30 P.M. AT PERRY FIELD
FREE ADMISSION WITH
BGSU I.D.

-mrc

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

YOU

BG COMMUNITY DAY

MAKE
THE
DIFFERENCE!

Chicken Barbecue
Sunday, September 17
12:15-2:45 p.m.
Tickets on sale now
at
University Union
Financial Institutions (main offices)

DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

Chamber of Commerce

Community Day Activities will be held
from noon to 6 p.m.
in City Park

HOWARD'S
.M

Join your Bowling Green Neighbors
for an afternoon of fun!

210 N. MAIN
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL
Syrians continue battle with Christians

Safety seats requested for jetliners

Mother Teresa receives treatment

BEIRUT, Lebanon — Syrians and their allies attacked three
gateways into the besieged Christian region north of Beirut Sunday,
and Christian •'Sen. Michel Aoun charged the United States is allowing Syria to annex Lebanon.
Police said four people were killed and 17 wounded in overnight artillery duels and daytime battles on Beirut's dividing Green Line and
the mountain towns of Souk el-Gharb and Ein el-Tunaha.
That raised the casualty toll since the current round of Lebanon's
14-year-old civil war erupted March 8 to at least 837 killed and 2,491
wounded.
Along the Lebanese border, the Israeli army commanders reported Arab guerrillas shot and fatally wounded an Israeli soldier in an
overnight clash that also left one of the attackers dead.
Police said Syrian guns opened up before dawn on ships trying to
run a su-month blockade of the Christian enclave, apparently suspecting the vessels were carrying arms and supplies from Iraq,
Aoun's main backer and Syria's Arab arch-rival.
Aoun's gunners responded with 155mm howitzer barrages against
Syrian artillery batteries along the seaside Ein Mreisseh Boulevard
in Moslem west Beirut.
In Beirut, the Syrians and Christians clashed in running gun battles behind heavy artillery barrages across the main crossing point
between the Christian enclave and Moslem west Beirut.

OMAHA, Neb. — Noting that 10 children were among the 112 victims of a jetliner crash in Iowa, U.S. Rep. Jim Lightfoot on Monday
called for federal regulations requiring the use of child safety seats
on airplanes.
"There's good reason to believe that if some of those children had
been better restrained, they would have survived the crash," said
Lightfoot, an Iowa Republican who sits on the House Aviation Subcommittee.

CALCUTTA, India — Mother Teresa's condition improved Sunday
after the Nobel laureate received a pacemaker to steady her heartbeat and heavy doses of antibiotics to fight a fever, doctors said.
A statement issued by Woodlands Nursing Home said the 79-yearold Roman Catholic nun known for her work with the poor "responded well to the treatment" after a temporary pacemaker was implanted late Saturday.
"Her temperature is normal, her heartbeat is steady, and she is
cheerful," one of Mother Teresa's doctors said in a telephone interview. He spoke on condition of anonymity.
Earlier in the day, a hospital source said doctors feared Mother
Teresa might be developing pneumonia.
The hospital statement said her blood platelet count dropped Saturday, causing some anxiety among doctors, but it was normal by
Sunday evening. Platelets are disc-shaped constituents of blood that
help it to clot.
Meanwhile, Dr. Vincenzo Bilotta, Mother Teresa's longtime cardiologist in Rome, said he was preparing to travel to Calcutta.
Mother Teresa, whose devotion to the destitute and dying earned
her the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize, became ill Sept. 3.
She was admitted to the hospital's intensive care unit last Tuesday
with a high fever and irregular heartbeat. She suffered a heart attack Friday.
Born in Yugoslavia, Mother Teresa received several honors for
her work with the poor in the eastern Indian city of Calcutta, including the Nobel. She also received the Presidential Medal of Freedom,
the highest U.S. civilian award, from President Reagan in 1985.

Lightfoot called for the Federal Aviation Administration to write
new rules requiring all children under two to be restrained in an approved seat.
"Most states mandate the use of safety seats in cars, yet we don't
extend the same protection to children who fly, even though they're
extremely vulnerable to the hazards inherrent in air travel," he said
in a news release.
Ten children, including two infants, died when United Airlines
Flight 232 crashed July 19 in Sioux City.
Lightfoot said he is writing a letter to FAA administrator James
Busey to ask that the agency review its regulations on the safety
seats and he is asking the House Aviation Subcommittee to hold
hearings on the issue.

STATE / LOCAL

Reagan recovering from surgery

Construction company wins case Canton drug ordinance reviewed
DAYTON (AP) — A federal judge on Monday ruled in favor of a
construction company that sued the city, contending its set-aside
program for minority-owned businesses was discriminatory and unconstitutional.
A spokeswoman for U.S. District Court Judge Walter Rice confirmed that Rice had ruled in favor of the John R. Jurgensen Co. of
Cincinnati in a decision from the bench.
No written opinion was immediately available, the spokeswoman
said.
The ruling means Dayton's nine-year-old policy of awarding 20
percent of its construction contacts to minority-owned businesses
will have to be scrapped and reworked, said City Law Director Anthony Sawyer.
"The City of Dayton is incapable of proceeding with the present
ordinances," Sawyer said. "We just have to go back to the drawing
board."
Jurgensen, an asphalt-paving and heavy-construction contractor,
filed the lawsuit in July after the city rejected its bid on a paving
contract for a community development project. The contract went to
a minority-owned company that submitted a higher bid. Jurgensen's
lawsuit alleged that the city's bid-adjustment formula penalized
bidders who did not employ specific percentages of minority subcontractors. The company accused the city of establishing a discriminatory classification and of violating state competitive-bidding laws
through its Minority Business Enterprise Program

Support

your

favorite

CANTON, O. — The city council planned to take another look
Monday at a new anti-drug ordinance which, among other things,
makes it illegal to be in a public park where drugs are sold.
But city Law Director Tom Bernabei said he didn't expect a new
ordinance to emerge from the discussion, which was prompted by
concerns expressed by the American Civil Liberties Union.
'We'll discuss it in some manner," said Bernabei. "I've got a
15-page (study document) of legal research on the constitutionality"
of the new law.
The ordinance was approved last month after Mayor Sam Purses
called for new measures to make it easier for police to pursue drug
dealers.
ACLU contends the ordinance is too broad and says it appears to
make people responsible for the conduct of others. Elinor Alger, the
civil rights agency's legal director, has said he will monitor any
arrests made under it.
Police Capt. Don Diamond said Monday he knew of no arrests
made yet under the new ordinance.
The ordinance was written at the urging of police officers who
have noted similar laws in other cities grappling with drug crimes,
said Bernabei. Kalamazoo, Mich., has adopted a similar measure,
he said.
_
In June, several gunshots were fired into the house of Canton City
Councilman Charles Ede, who has waged a strong campaign against
drug sales in the area. Family members were inside the house at the
time. No one was injured.

FALCON TEAM!

»

( Winttytap Sterrate ^]
Apartment
Has 1 and 2 bedroom apartments available!
*

24 hr. maintenance
3 convenient locations
heat included
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

*
*
*
•

We will guarantee rent rate for 2 yrs. (ask for details)

400 Napoleon Rd.

352-9135

Call us TODAY!

ROCHESTER, Minn. — Former President Reagan was up Sunday
and taking walks around St. Mary's Hospital as he rapidly recovered
from surgery to remove fluid from the surface of his brain, his
spokesman said.
"The team of Mayo Clinic physicians and nurses managing President Reagan's care ... report that he continues to make an excellent
recovery,' spokesman Mark Weinberg said in a statement.
Reagan, 78, had a restful night and awoke shortly after 6:30 a.m.,
Weinberg said. After breakfast, he read several newspapers and
visited with his brother-in-law, Dr. Richard Davis, then had lunch
with his wife, Nancy, Weinberg said.
The former president was watching football on television and writing letters Sunday afternoon, he said.
On Friday, surgeons drilled a hole in Reagan's skull to remove a
buildup of blood. Weinberg said the problem stemmed from a July 4
incident in which Reagan fell from a bucking horse. The fluid was
detected during a routine physical examination.
The Reagans on Saturday sent a message of good wishes to Mother
Teresa, who was hospitalized in Calcutta, India, after suffering a
heart attack.
President Bush also telephoned Reagan on Saturday evening from
Camp David and spoke with his predecessor for about five minutes,
Weinberg said.
"The president wished him well," said White House spokesman
Roman Popadiuk. "President Reagan sounded strong and very well.
He said he had no pain. He stated that he hopes to get out soon and
expressed his appreciation for the flowers the president and Barbara Bush sent.

CAMPUS TANNING CLUB
Will help you keep that summer tan !

11 visits only $20.00
352-7889
OPEN: SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
HOURS: Monday thru Thursday 10:00am - 9pm
Friday until 5:00 pm
Saturday and Sunday 11:00am - 4pm

Wolff Beds - Stereo •
• Air Conditioning •
• Private Rooms •
• Towel Service •

Location: Behind Dairy Man (across from Dairy Queen)

One FREE tanning session with a
j purchase of
)f any package with this
th coupon.
Offer expires Oct. 15

Mon-Fri
9:00om - 7:00pm
Sot-Sun
Noon - 5:00pm

NOTICE
Attention Special Education
Majors and persons interested
in Special Education:
The Field Advisory Board of the Department of Special
Education and the Student Council for Exceptional
Children are conducting a special program, "Job
Market and Experiences in Special Education and
Related Services: Meet the People Who Have the Jobs
and Opportunities for Experience," on September 20,
4-6 p.m. in the Forum of the Student Services
Building. Please contact the Department of Special
Education (372-7293) to pre-register.

The following groups have not yet registered for 1989 90. It is necessary for each group to register in Room
405, Student Services, in order to secure group privileges for the 1989-90 school year and to be included in
the Organizations Directory. Deadline for registration is September 15th.
Accounting Club
Acffva Cnnttiana Today
African PaooM Ataoc«bon
Agapa Crvialian FMowaNp
Alpha Lambda Delta
Ambaaaedor* For Chrtal
Arnancan Production A Inventory Control Sociary
Amnesty international
Association tor Career Woman
Association lor Childhood Education
Bapl'Sl Student Ministry
Bata Bata Bata
Board o> Biec- Cultural Activities
Cheerleaders
China** Club
CtMnea* Martial Am Aaaooation
Counol of Teacher* of Mathemehca
Oaan a Studant Advieory CommNtaa (Educ )
Dalta Pal Kappa
Dalta Sigma Pi
Dry Doc* Adviaory Board
Elementary Education Studant Adviaory Board
Falcon Wheelers
Fashion Coordlnalora Aaaoc*t<on
Fancing Oub
Flying Club
HandbalClub
induainal Tachr-Wogy Education Aaaoc
Intarrraaarmty Counci
miarparaonal A Pubac Communcabona Club
Managamant Ctub
Minority Student* " Lag* Profeeeone
Mortar Board
NAACP
Pannaaantc Counca

Paraltng Rme*
Pft Bata Lambda
PM Eta S»gma
PniUoaaon Omcron
PiOmaga P>
Pi Sigma Alpha
Pommaraftaa
Put*c Relehons Ogenuenon
Recreation Mates Aaaooation
Royal Green
Sating Club
Saturday Racraation Program for Voutn witn PJMMMW
SKi Taam
Skin A Scuba Club
Soccer Club (Man A Woman)
Soc»ai Justice Committaa
Society tor Technical Comrnur-cataxi
SouaanOub
Studant Art Tharapy Aaaoc
Studant Chapter of tha Arnancan Cosege of Health Cara Executvee
Studant Counca tor Learning OaMbtbaa
Studant Court
Studant Fftn OrgenoaMn
Studant Marketing Education AaaocaMion (SMEAj
Studant* for Ufa
Tab* Tanma Club
Undergraduate Alumni Aaaooation (UAA[
Undargraduata Ambaaaadora
Voiayball Club
WBGU Radio Organuanon
Weigh! Club
yvi'i Had-)
WraaamgClub
Young Consultants Club
Young Executive Club

1
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Conflict leads to death
by Alfonso Anzueto
Associated Press writer

GUATEMALA CITY — The bodies of a university professor who led a teachers' strike and three
kidnapped students were found Sunday in a canyon
near San Carlos University, police reported.
They said an anonymous telephone caller told
authorities where the bodies could be found. Notes
attached to the bodies referred to the destruction
of the leadership of the student organization to
which the victims belonged.
The victims, all of whom had been kidnapped
within the past three weeks, were identified as
professor Carlos Humberto Cabrera Rivera, 48,
who was abducted Saturday, Carlos Chuta Carney,
a 35-year-old law student kidnapped Friday, and
Victor Rodriguez Jaramilla, 38. a political science
student, and his wife, 33-year-old psychology student Silvia Maria Azurdia de Rodriguez, abducted
Aug. 23.

™S^

Jack Bergmann, 128 Manville Ave., was arrested for littering and underage possession of
alcohol Thursday, police said.
Susan Priest, 212 Kappa Kappa Gamma, was arrested Friday for possession of a fake ID
at Brauthaus, 115 B. Court St.,
police said.
DA resident of the 500 block of
West Wooster Street reported a
live bat outside his house Friday. The bat was taken to be
tested for rabies at the State
Health Department, but the results were negative.
GA resident of the 400 block of
South Summit Avenue reported
receiving five to 10 obscene
phone calls Friday.
David Bonen, 656 Frazee
Ave., was arrested for littering
Saturday, police said.
GWilliam Calabrese, 519
Leroy Ave., and Jack Dias, 517

SEPTEMBER

Tr

y Our New Heavenly Sunday Brunch!

TUESDAY
TURKEY,
DRESSING &
GRAVY
WHIPPED
POTATOES

WEDNES1
BEEF BUPGUNDv
NOODLES

Weekday Bultel Specials
Served
11:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.

CHICKEN
ORIENTAL
RCE PILAF

15

FISH
FRENCH FRIES

E. Reed St., were arrested for
open container Saturday at the
railroad interesection on East
Reed Street, police said.
DA resident of Winthrop Terrace Apts. reported a group of
people swimming in the pool
Saturday wearing their clothes.
Officers arrived and evicted the
swimmers.
Thomas Caldwell of Pio.ua,
O. was arrested for possession of
a fake ID Saturday at Howard's
Club H, 210 N. Main St. police
said.
DA juvenile was transported
by ambulance to Wood County
Hospital Saturday after receiving a laceration to his head from
a Fight at Campus Polleyes, 440
E. Court St.
Anthony Orians of Findlay,
O. was arrested Sunday for
underage possession of alcohol,
police said.

Din separate incidents Sunday, Cynthia Ries, 234 N. EnterSi.se St., and Michael Jenkins of
lacdonia, O. were arrested for
open container and underage
possession of alcohol, police
said.
Din separate incidents, Brian
Toth of Lorain, O. and Bruce
Holloway of Niles, O. were arrested for possession of a fake
ID at Howard's Dub H Sunday,
police said.
Employees of Burger King,
1570 E. Wooster St., reported a
man lying in the grass Sunday.
Officers took the allegedly
drunken man to his home.
DLoretta A. Herbik, 443 N.
Enterpise St., and Francis Stanton, 716 E. Wooster St., were arrested for open container Sunday, police said.

Measles

This Week's Luncheon Buffets
Specially Priced at $5.25

#
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Police said all had been shot repeatedly.
No individual or group has asserted responsibility for the kidnappings and slayings, and police
said they have no suspects.
The government has accused right-wing extremists of carrying out a number of bombings in recent weeks.
Cabrera Rivera was the president of a teachers'
union that went on strike tor 81 days demanding
more money. The government refused their demands and the teachers returned to work Aug. 21
without winning a pay increase.
Unsigned notes found with each of the four bodies said: "Today with the decomposition of the
AEU (a university student organization) leadership, we are obligated to take radical measures
against all those leaders who have lined their
pockets with our money and handed over our
group to extreme sectors connected to repression.
... We will search for others who have falsified and
produced a roadblock in the rehabilitation of the
student movement."

City Blotter
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352-5211
1550 E. WOOSTER ST. B.G.
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D Continued from page 3.
A vaccine developed after 1980 has been proven better than earlier
vaccines in fighting the disease and the American College Health
Association recommends students not immunized receive the shot
It costs $23 at the Student Health Center, Kaplan said.
Most University students are protected against measles, he said,
but those who are not, run the risk of contracting the disease and giving it to other unprotected people.
If only 300 people are susceptible, you are going to get two or
three cases," he said. "This is called herd immunity.
"People not immunized are a special case," Kaplan said. "They
are 99.9 percent susceptible."
He said about 800 students here are not immunized because
"somehow these people fell through the cracks."
The University has about 800 people immunized but not immune,
Kaplan said, because they were either vaccinated before they were
15 months old or have not had their shots updated.

^oU^Si

Waste
D Continued from page 1.
"As it is they bop around a
lot," he said.
Hazardous wastes will be taken from the departments creating them to the storage facility
by either Heinlen or another licensed technician.
Waste will be then be transported by specially licensed contractors to incinerators in Michigan or Arkansas. Any waste
that cannot be safely destroyed
by burning will go to Environmental Protection Agency approved landfills, Heinlen said.

Parratt said the University
adheres to all EPA guidelines.
"The EPA have never inspected our handling or storage
frocedures," he said, explaining
he EPA focuses its investigations on utility companies and major research
plants.
Land for the University's
storage facility was acquired by
means of a "land swap with the
city several years ago, Martin
said. In exchange, the city
received land just east of Interstate-75 where the current waste
water treatment plant on Dunbridge Road is located.

STUDENT TRAINING OR CALL COLLECT FOP FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING
Cleveland Sport
Parachuting School

216-548-4511

15199 Grove Rd
Garrettsville. Oho 44231

Comes To Bowling Green.
Bowling Green's Diamond Savings
office has become Ohio Citizens Bank! In
some ways, we haven't changed. The same
friendly people are still here to serve you. But
now you can take advantage of all the great
banking services Ohio Citizens offers its
customers at over 32 locations throughout
Northwest Ohio. And you can take advantage
of our commitment to give you our best every
day.. .the best service.. .the best banking
products. Come see us. We're old friends with
a new name.. .and a brand new philosophy!

It's All Here
in
Black & White.
For quick quality and inexpensive graphic arts services
see

UniGraohics
211 West Hall

GQ

OHIO CITIZENS BANK
A MEMBER OF NATIONAL CITY CORPORATION
MEMBER FD.I.C

372-7418
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ECU grounds Falcons in opener
Gridders held to only 229 yards in 41-6 loss
by Don Hensley
sports editor

GREENVILLE N.C. — It was
like reliving a bad dream for the
Bowling Green football team
Saturday as the Falcons
dropped their
third straight
season opener,
41-6, at the
hands of East
Carolina.
In the past
two years, the
Falcons had
been forced to
face the likes Ankncy
of Perm State
and West Virginia in their
openers. This year the Falcons
opened with East Carolina looking to fair a little better than before.
"The game didn't look competitive, it started out the same
way as those other one's did,"
BG coach Moe Ankney said.
"The first kickoff that we got on
the 12-yard line reminded me of
all those other games.
"We started off with bad field
position and we could not move
the ball."
Following the bad kickoff return, the Falcons first play from
scrimmage seemed to simplify
the game.
BG quarterback Rich Dackin
(17-of-37 for 143 yards) slipped
while rolling out and fell untouched at the Tour-yard line. After
that, the Falcons never moved
the ball and were forced to punt.
On the Pirates first possession, they started at their own
44-yard line, and four plays later

they were in the end zone following a 17-yard pass from Travis
Hunter to Walter Wilson.
Hunter would be the Falcons
nemesis throughout the night as
he passed for 90 yards and a
touchdown, while picking up 56
yards on the ground.
"Travis played the kind of
game that we expected of him,"
ECU coach Bill Lewis said. "He
got us off to a really good start."
And that he did as the senior
led them on an 11 play, 45 yard
drive that resulted in a 26-yard
field goal by Robb Imperato,
who missed his first extra point
attempt, the very next time
ECU touched the ball.
But, the Falcons wouldn't die.
Early in the second quarter, BG
linebacker Duane Crenshaw
picked off a screen pass and
raced down to the Pirates
16-yard line. But, a clipping
penalty moved the ball back to
the 31.
On the very next play, the Pirates struck gold as cornerback
Chris Hall picked off a pass from
Dackin, whose arm was hit as he
released it, and scampered
down the sidelines 68 yards to
give ECU a 16-0 lead.
"The line forced a wobbly
pass and it just fell into my
hands," Hall said. "We had
Practiced against their formaon all week and were prepared
to handle it."
The touchdown also seemed to
take the wind out of the Falcons'
sails, according to Ankney.
"I thought that the sequence
of interceptions when we intercepted their screen and then
they scored the touchdown is
what did us in," he said. "We

had a chance to take advantage
of a turnover, but we didn't do
it."
After that the Falcons went to
the 'Poe Ditch Rat' spread
offense, and moved the ball into
field goal range as Jason 'Fuzzy'
Zeller nailed a 36-yard attempt
to make the score 16-3.
The next two possesions the
Pirates took to the ground and
took it at the Falcons en route to
two touchdowns and a 31-6 halftime lead. The ground game was
the key cog for the Pirates as
they rolled up 401 yards on the
ground and 512 overall.
The Falcons, on the other
hand, could muster only 229
yards total offense — with only
57 of those coming on the
ground.
The second half saw the Pirates use a majority of their reserves as they scored 10 more
points to round out the scoring,
with all of the players getting
into the game for ECU, it had six
ballcarriers rush for 40 or more
yards.
"They just looked like they
were a lot better football team,
Ankney said. "Offensively we
could not move the ball against
their defense, and defensively
we couldn't stop their offense."
FALCON FAt7ES:LRon Heard
caught nine passes for 103 yards,
which moves him into third in
career receiving yards with
1,678. Reggie Thornton is currently sixth with 1,592...Zeller's
field goals were his 28th and 29th
of his career, which moves him
past John Spengler (1977-80) into
third in career field
goals.

Courtesy ol the Key/ Paul Vemon
Bowling Green linebacker Duane Crenshaw tries to track down East Carolina running back Denell Harper. Crenshaw registered eight tackles and an interception in the Falcons 41 -6 loss Saturday.

Ankney reveals Poe Ditch Rat'
On the other side of the field is a wide out, a flanker and the fullback. These three players are all

by Don Hensley
sports editor

GREENVILLE, N.C. — Some call it the •swinging gate', others know it as the 'lonesome pullcat',
but regardless of the name, this offense was the
most successful thing Bowling Green did against
East Carolina Saturday.
With the Falcons only managing 32 yards in their
first five possessions, BG head coach Moe Ankney
reverted to a formation that not many people had
seen before.
"We call that offense the Poe Ditch Rat," Ankney said. "It is something we have been practicing
since the first day of practice.
"We had planned on using it earlier in the game,
but our field position would not allow it."
The formation is a variation of one that is more
commonly used on extra points.

BG News/John Grieshop

Where is everybody?
BG quarterback Rich Dackin lines up behind long snapper Chris Henwood Saturday night. The Falcon offensive
lineman lined up next to the sideline in this, the Poe Ditch Rat' formation.

The center lines up over the ball with the quarterback in the shot gun position ten yards off the
ball. The rest of the lineman are lined up in their
normal positions on the far side of the field away
from the ball, with a wide receiver in the tight end
spot and a running back behind them.

staggered from each other.
The key to the offense is that there are no plays
called in the huddle, and the players go immediately to the line of scrimmage and the ball is
snapped.
The two plays that seemed to work the best out of
this formation was a pass to the fullback in the
flats, and a screen to the wide receiver behind the
line on the far side of the field.
After the Falcons went into the formation, they
immediately began to move the ball. Reggie
Thornton returned a punt to midfield and BG beSan it's drive which led to a 36-yard field goal from
ason Zeller.
The 31-yard scoring drive equaled the Falcons'
offensive output up until that point and the formation sent the ECU coaches looking for answers.
"That formation came totally out of left field,"
Pirates head coach Bill Lewis said. "It required
some scrambling around by our coaching staff,
and we couldn't communicate with the players on
the field. We're lucky they only got a field goal on
it."
C See Rat, page 9.

BG gains experience in sweep
Booters sneak
by Georgetown
by Mike Momlney
sports reporter

by Mike Drabenstott
sports reporter

One Georgetown mistake was all it took for the soccer team
to capture its first victory of the season, 1-0, Sunday in Washington, D.C.
With seven minutes elapsed in the second half, BG junior
Kyle Royer took a shot which Hoya defender Matt Leib, a
freshman, deflected instead of knocking out of bounds for a
Falcon corner kick.
Leib's miscue resulted in a subsequent shot by BG's Brian
Bonham and a follow-up, rebound goal by opportunistic junior
Andrew Arthurs, giving the Falcons their first goal of the
season and the only score necessary for the win.
The win improved the Falcons' record to 1-0-1 while the
Hoy as dropped to 0-3.
BG head coach Gary Palmisano attributed the victory to
changes the Falcons made during the game.
With 90-degree heat plaguing the players throughout the
contest, the Falcon coach substituted often in the first half to
save his team's stamina for the second stanza.
"The bench players did a nice job." he said. "We did not
want to lose our continuity in the first half while we substituted
freely."
Another adjustment involved the Falcons' transition from
offense to defense. Instead of piloting the ball upfield with
passes, BG let goalie Mickey Loescher use his rain-bringing
punts and long throws to move the ball toward the Hoya goal.
This accomplished two things — it allowed the young Falcon
defensemen to concentrate on defense and it put BG near the
Georgetown goal quickly.
"Asking the freshmen to defend like they have and attack
solidly at the same time could overwhelm them (at this
point)," Palmisano said. "Mickey's kicks and throws open the
offense up and put the pressure on their defense."
Likewise. Georgetown head coach Keith Tabatznik applauded BG's conservative defensive effort.
D See Booters, page 9.

The Bowling Green volleyball
team is proof that records can
sometimes be deceiving.
The Falcons have faced a few
of the elite volleyball teams
in the country
the last two
weeks.
Two weekends ago in
Washington,
D.C. BG tackled the likes of
powerhouses Mika

Minnesota and Duke.
Last weekend the spikers
sufferred setbacks to formidable foes Nebraska, Houston and
Kansas State in Lincoln, Neb.
When the dust cleared, the
Falcons limped home with a respectable 2-b record.
"I was very happy with the
flay of the team in the Nebraska
oumament," Van De Walle
said. "It was a totally different
team than last week and we
raised our level of play another
notch over the first weekend.
"We're making good progress
and I'm looking forward to playing at home this weekend."

The Falcons lost the opener
against nationally ranked host
Nebraska, 15-13,15-12, 9-15,1«.
Leading the team was sophomore Lisa Mika, who banged
down 16 kills and a .412 hitting
Sercentage. Senior Jennifer
ussell and red-shirt freshman
Holli Costein added 13 kills
a piece.
In their second of three
matches, BG battled the University of Houston, before going
down in a 15-9, 3-15, 154, 12-15,
15-12 fashion. Mika once again
led the Falcons with 17 kills,
while fellow sophomore Tammy
Schiller contributed with 15.

During the Houston match,
senior setter Linda Popovich enscribed her name into the MidAmerican Conference record
books when she set a record for
career assists. Popovich finished out the weekend with 3,519
assists for her career, breaking
the previous record of 3,455 held
by Western Michigan's Heather
Sawyer.
The Falcons concluded the
weekend with a 15-11,17-15,15-10
loss to KSU. Schiller and Mika
led the team with 17 and 16 kills,
respectively.
D See VoUey ball, page 9.

Harriers struggle at Marshall
by Charles Toll
sports reporter

Bowling Green's senior cross country runner Mike McKenna best described his
team's performance Saturday when he said,
"We ran bad."
In a quadrangular meet held at Marshall
University in Huntington, W.Va., the Falcons finished a distant second behind MidAmerican Conference rival Ohio University,
15^6.
The men did post big victories over the
Thundering Heard (20-41) and Appalachian
State University (21-40), but that did very
little to ease the pain of the loss to OU for
coach Sid Sink.
"We really expected to give them a tough

race," Sink said. "Usually teams only have
a couple people run bad, but Saturday the
whole team did."
Sink said OU's dominance in the 8,000
meters included having five runners cross
the finish line before McKenna took seventh
place with a time of 25:52.
He added the Falcons were anywhere
from 30 to 60 seconds off the pace of tne Bobcats.
"They've (BG men) been training real
hard, but they should be able to handle it,"
he said. "I really don't want to rest them at
this point in the season. I'd rather wait until
later in the year, when we really might need
it."
McKenna, who has paced the Falcons so
far this season, said he is optimistic about
the rest of the year, despite Saturday's per-

formance.
"We're not ready to panic yet. We know
we are a lot better," he said "I think next
week (against Kent State) we're going to
take out our frustrations." Following closely
behind McKenna in lOth-place was Junior
Brian Donnelly with a time of 26:11. Sophomore Keith Madaras, junior Dan Fiumer
and freshman John Jarvis rounded out BG's
top five.
While McKenna summed up the men's day
in three words. Sink did the same in four for
the women, "We're not ready."
The women harriers, who have been hobbled by injuries the past two weeks, ran to a
third-place finish.
Sink said beside the injuries, the women's
Q See Harriers, page 9.
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East Carolina shows 'true' spirit
ECU students show columnist what school pride really means
by Mark Huntebiinker
assistant sports edtior

Commentary
GREENVILLE, N.C. - It was
a learning experience for Bowling Green both on and off the
field Saturday night at Fieklen
Stadium.
Between the lines, the East
Carolina Pirates took the Falcons to school in a 41-6 thumping, while off the field the 33.412
Pirate faithful in attendance
taught the visitors from the
north a thing or two about school
spirit.
If you're saying to yourself
33,412 fans isn t a whole lot on
the Division I-A attendance
scale, you're right. But consider
these statistics the Pirates have
rolled off the last five years.
1) During the span, ECU has
posted a 14-41 record. Not one of
those seasons were the Pirates
over the .500 mark. The last
winning season occurred in 1983,
when they finished 8-3. 2) De-

spite the lack of victories, ECU
has averaged 27,042 over those
years, including a school record
156,329 total attendance last
season — in a year they went 3-8.
And Saturday took to the
norm. In the afternoon, the university bookstore was full of
Matrons buying sweatshirts,
ats, and anything else with the
Pirate Purple and Gold they
could get their hands on.
As kick-off approached, the
area surrounding 35,000-seat
Fieklen Stadium became a tailgaters haven. Parking lot after
parking lot was packed with
students and community members alike — stuffing themselves
with some southern cooking and
their favorite beverage, just
itching to get a peek at new head
coach Bill Lewis' 1989 Pirates.
There were no strings attached. It wasn't 'Back to School
Day', or 'Student Appreciation
Day', there were no giveaways
involved, and with all due respect to BG it wasn't a team
with the tradition of Syracuse,
West Virginia or Miami of Florida — all of whom have visited
Greenville once during the last

two seasons.
To put it plain and simple, it
was just a case of showing support for their team — and it appeared everyone was having a
good 'ole time doing it.
The scene heightened this observer's curiosity. So I endulged
in some researching in what
often can be a sportswriter's
best friend, the media guide.
As I searched for such facts
and figures as school enrollment, location, etc., there were
some glaring similarities between the two schools.
Enrollment at ECU is 16,000,
while BG's stands at 17,300. The
geographic competition of the
universities is also similar. BG.
who has posted a 31-24-1 record
the past five years while averaging 15,951 per contest, is in the
midst of Buckeye and Wolverine
country, not to mention bunches
of Notre Dame faithful.
Greenville is located 60 miles
east of the 'collegiate triangle'.
This trio consists of North Carolina State, Duke and North Carolina, not to mention neighboring
Wake Forest. Granted, these
schools aren't quite the football

Sowers of those in the Midwest,
ut they are certainly formidable enough to sway faithful away
from a school that has gone 14-41
the past five years.
So why is a school smothered
in mediocrity consistently outdrawing one with respectable
success? This answer is not pinpointed with any particular statistic found through research.
The bottom line, though, is
that it takes a winner to draw at
BG, while winning is not such a
necessity in Greenville. During
BG's perfect season, which ended with a California Bowl loss to
Fresno State, Doyt L. Perry
Field played host to 112,110 fans,
an average of 22,422. But this
figure has consistently dropped
to 1988's total 62,451, an average
of 12,490.
It's a continuous circle, and in
1989 it is to the point of vicious
considering BG's strict attendance requirements to maintain Division I-A status.
The promotions department
has done everything in their
power to put fans in the seats.
With such promotions as 'Back
to School Day', and 'Student Ap-

preciation Day', along with
Scout Day' and the first night
game in over three decades,
they have done everything in
their power to get the community and students involved.
But without some wins mixed
in with the mounting number of
losses, the promotional attempts
appear to be futile. In Saturday's 41-6 loss, what was labeled
a 'winnable' game by head
coach Moe Ankney compared to
the last two season's opening
opponents (West Virginia and
Penn State), the performance
shadowed that of 1988's.
Granted, it was only one
game, but it was an all too familiar sight for BG faithful. What
the future has to hold is, of
course, unknown. But until the
Falcons turn things around,
Doyt L. Perry Stadium will not
contain a major college football
atmosphere seen Saturday night
at Fieklen Stadium.

210 N. MAIN

TOLEDO, O.(AP) —
Ball State tailback Adam
Wilson and Western Michigan free safety Brian
Johnson have been selected as the Mid-American
Conference offensive and
defensive players of the
week.
Wilson, a senior from
South Bend, Ind., rushed 26
times for 84 yards and a
touchdown, and caught
seven passes for 74 yards
and another touchdown as
Ball State tied Rutgers
31-31.
Johnson, a junior from
Schoolcrart, Mich., made
five tackles, deflected a
pass and returned a pass
interception 37 yards for a
touchdown Western Michigan defeated Louisiana
Tech 24-20.
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HOWARD'S club H

Players
honored
by MAC

The Homecoming Committee
is In need of
CONVERTIBLES

NO COVER

•

€ddie Show

•

T-TOP CARS

•

JEEPS

to escort campus and community dignitaries in
this year's Homecoming parade. If you own
such a vehicle and can be of assistance by
loaning your car for use in the parade on

&

the Wolfgang

Thursday, October 12, 1989
from 6:00 p..m. to 7:30 p.m.,
please contact

Thursday - Saturday

4>
* Every Thursday 10-11:00 p.m.

Live Broadcast on 88.1 YVBGU

Cathy Earley at 372-8346 or
Gregg DeCrane at 372-2843.

TACCBELL
Toco Bell is currently accepting
applications for Assistant Managers,
Full and Part-time positions. We are
paying premium wages. Apply at
Toco Bell during operating hours.

Owners are invited to participate by
driving their cars in the parade.

320 €. UJooster

.

Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant

* Host an exel iange student. *
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HONORS STUDENT ASSOCIATION
GENERAL MEETING
OPEN TO ALL HONORS AND
NON-HONORS STUDENTS
I Ml KS: SEPTEMBER 14 IN HONORS CENTER
(BELOW KREISCHER QUAD)
MEETING BEGINS AT 8:00 PM
MOCKTAILS WILL BE SERVED
DURING A 1/2 HOUR
SOCIAL EVENT AT 7:30 PM

X

<
s.

COME JOIN THE FUN!

<
■s
a

MEMBERSHIP DUES CAN BE PAID
AT MEETING.
($9.00 for year)

X

HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA HSA

Don't

resort to this for your Senior picture!

Senior portraits
are being shot now
thru Sept. 29
Call The KEY today at 372-8086 to reserve your
appointment 9 a.m.-5 p.m. dally.

"\

Heart
Healthy
Recipe
CHICKEN AND BROCCOLI
WITH MUSHROOM SAUCE
1 10-ounce package frozen broccoli
3 tablespoons margarine
3 tablespoons Hour
1 cup chicken broth
1 4-ounce can mushroom slices,
with liquid
1 pound cooked chicken, sliced (or
2 cups cooked chicken or turkey)
2 tablespoons chopped parsley
2 tablespoons bread crumbs
Cook broccoli according to package directions.
Mix margarine and flour together
in saucepan. Cook briefly over medium heat. Blend in chicken broth,
stirring constantly until thickened
and smooth. Stir in mushrooms and
their liquid. Season to taste.
Place broccoli pieces in a shallow
baking pan. Cover with sliced
chicken and pour mushroom sauce
over all. Top with parsley and bread
crumbs. Bake at 375°F, uncovered.
15-25 minutes, or until bubbly and
brown on top

save
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B.6. Ring

$

$

30C?FF 508FF
10K Gold

14K Gold

1008
18K Gold

Greatest Savings Ever on your BG. Ring from
HerffJones Two Big Days, September 12 & 13
at the BEE GEE Bookstore
1424E.WoosterSt. ■,-__
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 5*RFFJO«s
S25.00 Deposit Reguired

Different faces
appear in poll
SEATTLE (AP) - When
Washington State beat
Brigham Young last week,
first-year coach Mike Price
jokingly suggested the Cougars deserved to be ranked
No. 1 because they were the
only 2-0 team in the nation.
On Monday, Price's Cougars were 23rd in The Associated Press college football
poll.
"I'm disappointed," he said
tongue in cheek. "Our 24-hour
ranking as No. 1 didn't come
through Friday."
While traditional powers
Penn State and Florida State
dropped out of the rankings,
Washington State, which beat
BYU 4W1, moved into the
Top 25 along with Washington, now 15th in the poll.
Washington coach Don
James, whose 1984 team finished runner-up to national
champion BYU, was happy
after his team's 1M opening
season victory over Texas
A&M in Seattle Saturday.
But he said experience has
showed him that rankings are
only important at the end of
the season.
"It's a little bit early to

Rat-

Booters

Harriers

□ Continued from page 7.
The formation was something
that the Falcons knew they were
going to use. Throughout the
week leading up to the game,
they had planned on using it in
the second quarter.

"We don't know if we'll use it
again or not," Ankney said. "We
are going to wait and take a look
at the film to see if it works."

Q Continued from page 7.
"They think 'safety first' when
they're out there," Tabatznik
said. "(The Falcon coaches)
tried to get them experience
while taking advantage of Loescher's punting.
"They have a good future —
you want a defense that plays
with caution."
In addition to his punting,
Loescher tallied six saves while
notching his fifth shutout in seven games, dating back to last
season.
Palmisano said his goalkeeper
is doing exactly whatTie was expected to do — give direction to
a team with seven freshman
starters.
"With the youth on this team,
his play and experience are important to our success," he explained. "It was expected of him
and he is living up to his billing."
Loescher and the Falcons
await what could be their
toughest match of the season as
they host defending national
champion Indiana Sunday at
2:00 p.m. at Mickey Cochrane
Field.

3 Continued from page 7.
other concern has been their
lack of conditioning.
"It will be interesting on how
long it takes," he said. "We're
hoping at least by the Ohio
IntercoUegiates (Sept. 13). I still
think we can be one of the better
teams in the MAC."

The

CASUALTIES OF

"When the coaches first put it
in, we didn't take them serious,"
quarterback Rich Dackin said.
But, when we did use it we had
them confused and completed a
couple of passes."
For everyone watching the
game though, the formation was
a total surprise. .

worry about polls," he said.
"If we would have lost, we
wouldn't have been ranked."
He said it was understandable the nation's voters
took notice of Washington.
A&M defeated Louisiana
State in its own opener the
previous week.
"We beat a highly visible
team that had a great win
under their belts," he said.
Price took over a Washington State team that went 9-3
and beat Houston in the Aloha
Bowl last season under Dennis Erickson. Erickson left
after the season to go to
MiamiPrice said the Cougars
didn't need a national ranking
to think highly of itself.
"This team is self motivated enough," he said. "We
have to play better and we
can play better than we did
last Thursday."
Notre Dame and Michigan
retained the top two spots
heading into Saturday's
showdown in Ann Arbor,
Mich. Neither team played

"I've never seen anything like
it in a game before," Cincinnati
head coach Tim Murphy, who
was scouting said. "It has been
used on extra points before, but
I've never seen it ran like this."
But the jury is still out as to
whether the Falcons will use it
again.

Tuesday Night is
Popctxn Night. All
popcorn Vt price
Starts Friday
"Dead Poets Society"

Uist W6CK.

The Fighting Irish received
37 first-place votes, 22 more
than Michigan.

6
Kid
Part III _

The lone bright spot for the
women was freshman Cheri
Triner, who for the second week
in a row finished first for the
Falcons, taking seventh-place
overall with a time of 18:56 in
the 5000 meters.
Cheri ran a real good
race,"Sink said. "For a freshman I think she is running really
well."
Finishing 12 seconds behind
Triner was senior Mary Louise
Zurbuch, who Sink said would

T—r

T—r

have been among the leaders
had she not twisted her ankle on
the rough ground near the end of
the race.
zurbuch, whose ankle will be
fine for next week, said she does
not think the team is in as good
as shape as they were last
season, but feels they are improving.
"As a team, we probably did
better then last week (a 22-44
victory at UT), but OU just
killed us,"she said.
The Falcons' first home meet
of the season will be Friday
against KSU. The men will be
running at 4 p.m., while the
women, who may have junior
Laura Schultes running for the
first time, will start 4:45 p.m.
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LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA

plus 2 cans of Pepsi

*7.00
only at

MARK'S PIZZA

AT 9.30

352-35V

t-ree Delivery

EXPIRES 9,30(89

Volleyball
i Continued from page 7.
Mika was named to the alltournament team, smashing
down 49 kills over the weekend
for a .386 hitting percentage. As
a freshman, MUta led the MAC
in hitting percentage.
"We played 12 games in a
matter of 20 hours with most of
those long, hard-fought games,"
Van De Walle said. 'Tatigue
played a factor in the Kansas
State match, but I think the
tournament was a very worthwhile experience for the team
and I expect us to be a better
team for it.'
The Falcons, who have encountered some of the country's
top volleyball teams, play host
to the University of Michigan
Wolveriens Friday, and battle
the West Virginia Mountainiers
on Saturday.

WE PRINT
OURRESUMEON
EVERY CAN.

s&s
BARBER
SHOP

Objective

We specialize
in short hair
styling
164 S Main
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MTRF 8:30 - 5
SAT 8:30 - 3
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Desktop
Publishing

Name-

kinko's

Budweii

-Title

KING OF BEERS,

the copy center
Open 7 Days
354-3977

-Experience

113 Railroad St.

References-

If Budweiser is already your regular beer we'd like to say thanks for the
business. If its not, then we'd like to apply for the job.
Of course our resume can only tell you who we are. To ^ « j^ •
discover just how good we taste, we suggest you set ^U» S\tl
up a personal interview.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
• SIGMA DELTA PI *
NATIONAL SPANISH SOCIETY
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Mon Sept t8m203Hsyesat 7pm
Conflicts''CaH Cathy 372 5620

Delta Sigma Pi invited you to get your fraah coffee 4 donuts A now muffins In the BA bustling
Monday-Friday

SERVICES OFFERED

t FINANCIAL
m MANAGEMENT
a ASSOCIATION
Memberehlp
Drill:
•n 1-9/18-830sn>3:30pm

A TO Z DATA CENTER* 352-5042
Complete Packaging Meads, UPS, Federal Expreea. Typing. Resumes. FAX, Copies.

A PERSONAL INVESTMENT
'' Hospitality Management Soc lety *'
Qer>eral Aesembry Meeting Sept 12th 730
Second Floor Student Services Cssual Dress
Non Major* and Non Members Welcome'

• ' YOUNG EXECUTIVE CLUB ■ ■
Information Night
Wed Sept 1 3. 7 30 Rm i i 2 BA
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS" Fr-Sr'

INTERESTED IN MAKING St? Want to Nam
media sales the same way PROFESSIONALS at
LITE ROCK 100 1/2 m Cleveland a 02.6 in
Toledo do? Want to enhance skits in Sales.
Mgmt . and'or Mkting ? Then COME to Rm
310 Weal Hal Sept. 12 a 13 (Tues Wed > at
730toMsm ?s call 372-2195-WFAL ask toPaula or Becky

AM*
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
"Your Link To Success"
August 20 - September 15
10:30- 3 3D BA lobby
10:90-2:30 M/SC lobby

JOrNOS.EA.tll
Membership drive Sept 11 Sept 16 in the Education BWg first floor

Apphcstons lor USG
Pubfc Relations Committee
due today in 405 Student Services
"Gain Valuable Experience Now"

Sales Club
tslmtg Sept 13
7 30pm1008BAA

Leadership Positions Available

Attention All Students
World Student Association has the positions
available for Program Chairperson Commrttee
and Graduate Student Senate (GSS) if interested, pick up the sppHcation al International
Program Office 403 South Hal Deadline (Fn )
Sept IS by 5 00pm For more info . contact
kitl Program Off at 372-2247 or Peggy Pak
at 353-1952
ATTENTION PSYCH MAJORS/MINORS
The first Psl CtWUPA meeting is tonight Sept
12 at 8 00pm in room 101 paych Questions?
Contact Mtchele Schmidt 354-6835

ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS
Than wil be the first O S E A meeting SEPTEMBER 17.8 00 m tne GrandbaJIroom
BE THERE AND SEE WHAT O S E A IS ALL
ABOUT"
ATTENTION ALL BUSINESS MAJORS
Delta Sigma Pi. Bowling Green s Professional
Business Fraternity
wsl be holding an information meeting September 14 at 7 45 m 112 Us Science Come see
what being the best in business is al about1

Phi Alpha Delta
Formal meeting Al Welcome
Tonight 7:30pm 103BA
PI SIGMA ALPHA
Announces Its organizational meeting for Fal
semester
When Sept 12
Time 8 PM
Where Room 300 MSLY
Questions Cal Craig Tausferro 353 9335
Dr J Memam 372-7287

Student Sociology Association
Meeting Tuesday. Sept 12.7PM
Basement Lounge. W*iams Ha*
Open to those with an interest in Sociology

BQSU PURCHASING CLUB
investigate BG a fastest rising ma/or
First Meeting, Wed September 13th
7 30p m Room 114 BA buUding

COME & MAKE A DIFFERENCE)
PSO * Progressive Student Organization' PSO
1st meeting Tues Sept 12. 9 30 PM at UCF
IThursttn and Ridge) Work on programs lor
•due. rights, antiracismanti-apartheid. environmental issues and reproductive rights Ideas
and writers needed for CATALYST newspaper
Hefreshs for al Cal 352 7534 for more into

18 S over dance party Tues a Wed al Slam
mars 163 E Wooater Featuring D J Curtis
Co*ns $2 50 cover under 21 Check out our
new dance nbor

AOTT
7SARE AWESOMEMMSOIS6 1/2'J

You can acquire JOB EXPERIENCE in communications. Pubic Relations. Marketing, and
Ssles Appry now for the BGSU FALL TELEFUND Applications are avertable al the Mleti
Alumni Center from 8.00-5 00 Monday Friday

AOTT • PLEDGES ■ AOTT
Keep up the spirit.
Ws love you guyalll
• AOTT ■ AOTT ' AOTT "

LOST & FOUND
LOST KEYS around Howards Brown Louie V>
locw rasa with 4 keys Cat Michelle 354-4539
LOST A gold Chain and Pendant (Two mother
of pearls attatched to gold leaves) If found cal
372-1210

BUY INTO YOUR FUTURE!

Need Tall and Petite Models for High - Fashion
Professional Photo Work

e
apt

ASSOCIATED
PHOTO* JLAPHEIU
INTMNATTONAl

Basil

■

oSuJlfu
"I ~fi. 7W
7„
I \rrtiwr 'I
IKJ«<\U|*/\

5040 Jamieson Dr

Dear Sweettipa. come away with me for ten exerting days during Xmaa break1 Margaritas In
Mexico City, romantic walks at Chichen rfea,
snd moonsght swims on Cozumel Strictly a first
class lour. Need to know now1 Detaas al
354-2901.

Apl 0 3

Toledo Ono 43613
419 472 9059
Portfolios I Glamour / Weddings I Portraits

- D.Benedetto's2 Marathon Subs
for one low price
Ham, Salami, Turkey, Swiss, Provolone Cheese
plus garnishes
Buys Two Reg. 9-inch
"Marathon" Subs
Not valid with any other offer

-* -HIP INFORMATION FOR
HONEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
i r.t1 Type of

•

-*»ntal Income

i
Motor

lun,!
• Many ■•■•■>
• Ther.•gror.'
. r. ■
CALL
AN:

-

■

(800) 346-6401

Battle Ball Friday
at College Park 6:00 PM
Sign up BGSU Sales Club membership drive in
the union

SOUTH SUMMIT SUICIDE...
The Block that Rocks"
BEDROCK. THE HOCKEY HOUSE. SIG-EPS
(Did someone ssy "Afterhours"?)
The Brothers of Sigms Alpha EpsHon would hke
to congratulate Brent Kishe on making the Falcon GoH Team
Phi Alpha Klshl
The brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epsaon would like
lo congratulate Brett Knittte on his recent lava■ertng to Jen Slack ol Delta Gamma Way to go
Christmas EH
PhlAlphatll
Touch* Rosa, an International pubic accounting firm. wM be making a presentation on "Internships In Accounting" on Monday Sept 18.
1989 at 7:00pm in the Taft Room at the University Union Reps of the firm wil be on hand
to discuss the pros and cons of an internship m
accounting Al interested individuals are invited
to attend Refreshments will be served

2:10 4:10 7:00 9 10

A RON HOWARD Film

TURNER

it.rrtnj STEVE
MARTIN ^3
1:41 4 30 T:M t 40

SHOWS AND SHOWTIMES SUBJECT 10 CHANGE
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I
I
I
I
I
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MEG HAN

When Harry
Met Sally..®
Parenthood

2:20 4:4S 7:» *4S

Expires 9-15-89

I

Uptown Thursday 6 PM
16 year olds welcome
Marka Friday 2■ 30-5:30 PM

BILLY CRYSTAL

THE

Don't Be Sorry. Be Safe
Apartment and personal security devices at
student prices Call 352-7646 for prices and
appointments Fish and Co

Wanted 15 overweight men and women to participate in weight loss program for advertising
purposes Must need to lose 25 pounds or
more For Into call 352 8975
Wanted 2 female non-smoking roommates
close to campus (3rd street) 130 00 ''month
plus electricity and phone
call soon.
354-8321

HELP WANTED

Perfume at Wholesale Prices
Why pay department store prices
Cal 364-0135

TOM HANKS

ft HOOCH

FREE ALL-DAY DELIVERY

CDCC £
inUk

Interested in MAKING $*? Want to learn media
sales in the same way PROFESSIONALS
atLITE ROCK 106 1/2 in Cleveland A 92.6 in
Toledo do? Want lo enhance skills in Sales,
Mgmt. sndVor MKTG ? Then COME to Rm.
316 West Hall Sept 12 4 13 (Tues /Wed ) al
7 30 to learn ?s call 372-2195 - WFAL ask
tor Paula or Becky

2:00 4:1$ 7:10 fl 30

$6.25
352-4663

JOHN CANDY

Citation
1980 Citation HB 4 cyl stk. shift. AC cruise.
Best offer 352-2198. after 5 pm

Wanted - Drummer lor hard-rock band Interested In playing clubs 354-STUD Ask for
I i fen H I rank

BQSU PURCHASING CLUB
investigate BG s faalest rising Major
First Meeting; Wed September 13th
7 30pm Room 1 14 BA Building

Cannon 35 mm viewfinder camera Electric eye
exposure Includes flash and case $60 Cal
Heather after 8pm 372-3275

One nonsmoking female needed to share 2
bdrm apt wilh 3 females Fsll ft/or Spring
Semester Close to campus Call 353I 8663

Gamers
Dfmera are Back
Wednesday 8-10
DJ

Sigma Chi Derby Daya
Happy Hours

Browns vs Jets
Sept I7thbustrip
$35 includes beverage, sandwiches, snacks,
ticket a transportation. Tickets may be purchased @ Quarters Party store Bus leaves
10am returns appro* 7pm

1986 Suzuki SP2 50
Enduro, mint cond stored winters
1500 mess, helmet and cover
ahrMpbfke$975 00
Cal Chris 352-8224

Needed One female roommate. Great Location
on Wooater Reasonable Rent Call 353-532 7

One male roommate lor 89-90 school year
$140/mon 8th St #1 3545929 Ask lor
Toddor AIWI

QUESTION OF THE WEEK-Why do Brooks and
WiU have a social life?
ANSWER Cause Kristin and Lori always wake
them up to party'

Attention students, faculty A staff.
Get N daily • THE BLADE
Sign up this week in the Student Union A
receive a free coffee mug compliments ol
Toledo Blade Coal S28 for 69-90 school year
Subscriptions sold by the all new BG Sales
Club.

1983 Toyota Tercel. 5 speed, 72.000 milee.
exel
cond
$2500 or best offer, cal
372-8605 or 353-7182

Need cash but studying doesn't leave enough
time for a fob? Hera's your opportunity tor extra
Income Send SASE plus SI to JOBS. 1554
Ckxjgfi#16. BowkngGreen. Ohio43402.

FREE ADMISSION!
ALL STUDENTS WILL NOW RECEIVE FREE
ADMISSION TO ALL ATHLETIC EVENTS BY
PRESENTING BGSU ID.

AOTT KELLEY SMITH AOTT
I'm so proud to cal you my sister You are an
awesome AOTT1 Alpha Love and Mine. Your
Big Heart Sister. Becky

1981 Force 6 14' sailboat, very good condition, w.'trailer ■ Absolutely must sal
No
reasonable offer refused
Cal Mark at
352-2852

LOOKING FOR NONSMOKING FEMALE TO
HELP SHARE A SPACIOUS. FULLY FURNISHED APARTMENT 2 BEDROOMS, AIRCONDITIONED. LAUNDRY AND JUST ONE
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS! IF INTERESTED
PLEASE CALL 353 9654 ANYTIME

Needed. Two female roommates to share new
apartment. Only $125'month Cal Kathy or
Angle at 354-8072.

KD" LISABALCIK • KD
The sisters of Kappa Delta wish to congratulate
Lisa on her engagement to eric Lambert -AOT-

A ' Awesome are
O'Our
TT * Pledges1"

1978 Toyota Corona
Automatic, AC. AM FM
cassette player,
$1.000. Cal 352-0657 or I -7342860

Houaeboy Wanted
Kappa Delta Sorority needs s man lo help with
kitchen duties. If interested
please cal
372-2971

FALCON FOOTBALL...
HOME OPENER IS SATURDAY AT 1:30p.m
STUDENTSE NEED YOUR ATTENDANCE AND
SUPPORT!

• GAMMA PHI BETAS *
Thanks for the sweets A the support for rush
' The Brothers of ATO *

The BG Skate club is looking for new recruits!
Come join us Tuesday nights from 9:15 to
10:15 Only $2 00 to skate and 50 tor rentals
Dont Wstt. Start tonkjhtt

"Hey Sailors"
Come Sal a Party with Ot BQSU Sailing
Club Plenty of Regattas A Social Events
throughout the school year For more information come lo a meeting on Tuesday. Sept 12th.
104 BA. 9 00pm or call Kim 363-94158 or
Knsten 372-3808

BUY INTO YOUR FUTURE!

Dont be left out"
JoinOSE A
First Meeting Sept 1 7
8:00 GrandbaaYoom

EXPERIENCE LEADERSHIP
Applications for USG
District Senators
due today - 405 Student Services
HThe Power is In Your Handa"

*' Hosphaltty Msnsgemenl Society ' *
General Assembly Meeting Sept 1 2th 7:30
Second Floor Student Services Casual Dress
Non Majors and Non Members Welcome1

1878 Honda Hawk CB400T
Orange. 400cc vertical twih. leaa then M ■
miles, runs ft looks good, mag wheels,
owner's manual, 13S0. 353-5878 evenings ft
weekends.

WANTED

Female roommate-immediately1
Non-smoker, close to campus. 352-9242.

9 00pm

Piano Players needed
for management study
Majors. Non-majors grad
Students, faculty or
ANYONE ELSE capable of
at least fumbang through
Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata
Tsn Dollars pad
lor less than two hours
spread over two sessions
Cal Arch Darrow at 372-2986 or
leave message at 372 2946

FOR SALE

1 nonsmoking female roommate needed to
share a 2 bedroom apartment on dough St For
info contact Marsha at 354-7422.

DZ DZ DZ Colleen O'Neill DZ DZ DZ
Hey Pledge Babe*
I'm psyched that you pledged Delta Zola1
Gel ready for quite the party semester1
Love, Melissa
PS Steve Rules'

PERSONALS

Volunteers In Progress

What «« BEDROCK BABES be doing SUN
NIGHT?
GOING OUT
Whit w« SrO EP STUDS be oYXig?
PASSING OUT

1 female roommate needed to snare 2 bedroom
apt. with 3 females (al and/or spring semester
Close to campus. Call 354-4855 or
353-8030

Derby Days Are Hera
Derby Days Are Here
Derby Days Are Hera
Derby Days Are Hera
Darby Days Are Here

Typing
$1 36 per page
354-0371

JOIN CAMPUS BROTHERS
IntorTTiatJon Night
Tueaday September 12th
102 Hannahs*

Advertising Club of BGSU would Ike to tavtte
you to their first Informational meeting on Wednesday September 13 at 7 30p m Al majors
are welcome to attend Come and be a part ol
me Ad club AOvantage1

Foreign Grad Students Ca* for courteous auto
insurance quote. Fern Bingham 353-6766.

Van drive*. part-time position to provide transportation to ft from social service agency Must
have a vsM drivers Hcenae ft excel, driving record Submit resume to: PO Box 738. 80, OH.
43402 EOE

WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TEAM
ON OUR TV W[TH A SATELLITE DISH
QUARTERS CAFE

PARTY la affteated with the Prevention
Center Alcohol snd Other Drug Abuse snd
National BACCHUS

Barbara's Typing
Reports, asaaya. and so forth
674-4213

Someone cares about you snd
your pregnancy concerns at
BG PREGNANCY CENTER
Cal 354-HOPE
For Info on free pregnancy tests snd supporfive services

JOIN CAMPUS BROTHERS
Information Night
Tuesday September 12th
102HanneHal
900pm
Volunteers In Progress

AM A
Inlormation Night
Monday. Sept 11
Rm 11 2 BA
7 30

Weekly meetings are Tuesdays at 9 si5 PM In
the 2nd floor lounge of the Student Services
Btdg Everyone is welcome' Come (om ha
partyl

Guitar Lessons Available for beginning and intermediate guitarists Call Frank at 354- 7863

JOIN CAMPUS BROTHERS
Inlormation Night
Tuesday September 12th
102 Henna has
9 00pm
Volunteers In Progress

BG Puoac Retehona Organisation PRSSA
Meeting 7 30pm. Tues Sept 12
West Mai Commons
AN foumaasm majors welcome

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Cnotce
Center lor Choice II
Toledo. OH 265-7769

COME PARTY WITH USIII
PARTY-Promoting awareness and reeponslbMRy towards yoursert-is e new campus organization interested in the social promotion of responsible, healthy, low-risk cholcee In reference to alcohol and other drugs

ABYSS

1:4S 420 7:00 t:S9

BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT INTERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student as
fudge's legal researcher and courtroom bailiff
No pay. but excelent experience for person Interested In criminal justice or legal career For
application form, call Mary Cowell at
352-5283, 8:30 am lo 4 30 p.m Deadline
lor filing application 09-22-89
©eta Coaector Needed Temporary fun-time
help. Computer skids helpful More info Call
Lynn Su*van - The Budd Co 257 2231
Do you need a part-time position in BG? Jr or Sr
PR. Journalism or English major needed to assist w/emptoyee newtetter and other PR
projects Pays $300' month. Cal co-op Program 372-2451 or stop by 238 Admin
Hiring commissioned delivery persons Must
have reliable car ft proof of Insurance. Apply between 2 4 pm Pagaais Pizza 945 S Main St
Bowing Green. Ohio 352-7571
Hiring waitresses/waiters, sub-bar persons,
pizza makers A bus persons Musi be able to
work days, during the week Apply Pagliais
Pizza between 2-4 pm 945 S Main St Bowling
Green 352-7571
HPER. SOC. or REC Major volunteer needed
lor Perrysburg lean center GREAT EXPERIENCE'

University Union Food Services currently
has vacancies available. Please stop by
the Falcon's Nest office or Prout
Cafeteria office for applications.
Minimum starting wage starts at $3.65
(some postitions higher) plus bonus
coupons (if eligible).

Gold and green plaid sofa bed. queen wmatch
love seat Very good cond Bach trumpet Mercedes II 352-7993 for details

II it's collectable we may have It!
Guns, opalescent, goofas. pattern, camrval and
depression glass Blue bubble ft blue fires tone
Most good patterns Lots of butterdishes A hard
to find pieces. Nippon, Weeer, McCoy. Shull A
Jewell pottery. Book stands, old tables wingback chairs, jewelry, tools snd lots more'"
3319 N Mam St Findlay. OH 8sm-4pm
laness forces sale of
Crjftactor's first edition of
four porcean Cabbage patch
DOBS $250 each, cash only
353-0764
MAC Communications Pack Including 2400
Baud Modem. $200 00 Cal 362-2448

FOR RENT
2 bedroom Unfurnished Apt Close to University! Cal 352-6822

Apt for rent Spring Semester Very close to
campus 1 room efficiency for more into Cal
Chris 354-4087

Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 baths, unfum
apt Stove, relrig A dishwasher Included Available now starting at $410'month
Cal John Newtove Real Estate 354-2260

Joum. Intern needed lor Hispanic newspaper.
Tol 3 5 stories/wk plus distnb Some Span,
pre!, not nee Pay 20 cents/mi only Cal or
come to Co-op ofice 236 Adm.n 372 2451

Needed. One Non-smoking female to sublease
apt this semester Clean, cheap and close Cal
353-3682.

Toledo marketing research firm seeks parttime coop to start Immedlstely. Must be Junior or Senior with background In stats and
knowledge ol 8AS or comparable software.
Will do analytical work. Pays • S5.00/hr.
Call 372-2461 or atop by the Co-op Office,
238 Admin

Sublease Very large efficiency, AC. pool,
laundry Perfectly clean w/new carpert. $275.
352-1373

DONT BE LEFT OUT
OF PRIORITY
REGISTRATION...
REQUEST YOUR
SPRING '90 COURSES
BY MIDNIGHT ON
SEPTEMBER 13.

CALL RECORDING 354 0558

Attention Students

For Sale: SoWd State Zenith 25* Color TV
*O0.00. Call 352-9675.

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAK;
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter
...

U^TT.

TONIGHT!
THE PHEASANT ROOM 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials
/

Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. daily

